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Abstract
In this paper, we shall discuss an extension of
MTDM model for image retrieval based on user's
specification. A MTDM model is composed of objects which describes the static and the matching
cont,rol methods for recognition targets. Characteristics of the describing targets are declared by abst,ract members of the MTDM model objects. In
t,his way, the differences of data description can be
casily hidden. In our proposed image retrieval system, user specifies a MTDM model to each keyword
for image retrieval that may be not exist in the image database. The retrieval acquisition is structured
and represented in the form of MTDM model. When
a keyword is not found in the image database, the
relat,ed reasoning model(MTDM model) will be fired
to match corresponding objects form each image. By
the extension of MTDM model, the differences of
dat,a are integrated. The image retrieval system can
h a t objects in a general way and the recognition
model and the retrieving model can be integrated
by the MTDM model.

1

Introduction

For more flexible information retrieval from image database, the automatic acquisition of keywords
and the technique t o describe keywords are import,ant. Limited by the image understanding technology, some researches aim at techniques of describing the contents of image in multiple abstract
levels[l, 2, 3, 41. By this approach, the input images are first analyzed by an image understanding system. Then the image retrieving system uses
as keywords the unperfected analysis results which
correspond to the internal level of the contents
str11ct11re[5,6, ?, 71. In these researches, description
of keywords, integration of different type of data and
integration of recognition model and retrieval model
remains unsolved. As a result, the keywords themselves are not structured; the describing ability is
weak. Further more, it is still difficult for image
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understanding system to integrate different types of
input data by model and t o describe in a general
way the recognition results for different types of input data description. To solve the above mentioned
problems, we have proposed an active model for
drawing understanding system named MTDM[8]. In
this paper, we shall discuss the extension of MTDM
model for image retrieval based on user's specification.
A MTDM model is composed of two types of objects. One is called model-object, which describes
the static attributes of the recognition targets. The
other one describes the matching control method for
reasoning process and is organized as a tree structure named mittching-tree. When applied to object
recognition, a matching-tree is declared according
to the recognition purpose and the characteristics of
the objects. The model-objects refer to the recognition target and its components are independent
of the matching-tree and can be reused in different
matching-trees. In both types of describing objects,
characteristics of the describing targets are declared
by their abstract members. In this way, the differences of data descri~tioncan be easilv hidden.
This ability has been proven by our previous experimentation of distortion absorbing for drawing
recognition[9] .
A prototype of drawing understanding system which base on the MTDM model has been
developed[g]. In this paper, we shall discuss the extension of MTDM model for image retrieval based
on user's specification. ~ouse-imagesare used as
retrieval targets.

2

Declaring Retrieval
MTDM Model

Query

by

In general, a retrieval acquisition is declared by a
logical expression composed of a set of keywords and
logical operators. With the description contents of
the keywords, there are two kinds of keywords exist:
1. Entities : The entities are Objects which are
described in the input image. For example, in
a house-image, the entities may be tree, roof,
veranda and so on.

2. Abstract concept: Abstract concept describes
the state of contents represented by an input
image. It depends t o the attribute value of ent.it,ies. For example, in a house-image, type of
the house, comfortableness of environment and
so on are abstract concepts. They depend t o the
shape of the house entity, area and composition
of the background entities and so on.

In our propotype system, Each entity or concept
is related to a model-object of MTDM model which
dcscrihes the static characteristics and the matching
control for the object. The retrieval query then can
bc given as a MTDM model which is composed of
some model objects according to their sub-concepts,
c11titic.s and relational operations. In this way, the
rccognition model and the retrieving model can be
integrated by the MTDM model.

2.1

Integrating Different types of data
description

Elclge vectors and color segments data which extracted from a image data are used as input data to
the retrieval system. In the system, the color segment object is defined based on polygon object and
specialized to hold a color attribute. The following
model-object description declaras the color segment
as a object which derived form polygon object.
element(
name : colorseg;
kind-of : polygon;
member : color;
method : hascolor, display;

1;
With the declaration, the color segment object inhcrifs the characteristics of polygon and adds a color
attribute. By this way, the color segment can also
be treated as a object composed of vectors.

2.2

Declaring Retrieval
Matching-Tree

Query

by

In general, the retrieval acquisition in concept
level will not directly relate to entities in the input
image. Ry the static view of declaring, the acquisition can be structed as following.

1. Building a concept relating to the acquisition. For example, "comfortable environment",
"Japanese style" and so on.
2. A retrieval acquisition is composed of a set of
keywords and relational operators. It can be
decomposed as sub-concepts which are entities
or abstract concepts, so a acquisition can be
represented as a tree structure.
3. R.epeating the dividing process, the tree structure will at last has entities as its leaf nodes.
An internal node of the tree are related t o a
sub-concept or relational operator.
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Figure 1: Matching-tree for retrival of "comfortable
environment"
The structure tree then can be transformed to a
matching tree easily by relating a model-object for
each node in the tree.
Fig.1 shows an example of retrieval query described by a matching-tree. The MTDM model declares a concept of "comfortable environment" for a
house-image. The leaf nodes in the matching tree
correspond to the components of the retrieving target and the internal nodes of describe the relationship between the component objects. The query goal
is matched according to the related matching-tree.
An entity is related to a model-objects which declares the static characteristics of the entity. For
matching an object, a set of matching-tree corresponding t o different recognition purposes can be
specified. The matching-tree of retrieval query can
be flexibly bound t o any specific matching-tree of
entities. As a result, The variation of matchingtree of components will not cause variation of the
matching-tree related to the retrieving acquisition.

3

Experimental Results

A prototype system which is based on the abovementioned approach has been developed. In this
system, a set of models about component entities
of house-image is defined. Roof, veranda, tree and
so on are some examples of the model set. An input image is described by using the color segment
data and edge data extracted from the bitmap data
of the image. A matching-tree related to an entity
is designed to match the entity from the edge data,
the color segments or b0t.h of them according to the
characteristics and recognition purpose. Fig.2 and
Fig.4 show examples of matching-trees for entities
described in a house-image image. A roof model
matches shape attributes from edge
- data and uses
color segments as supplementary information . A
tree model matches color segments which include
many noise (The noise is defined as a set of short
edges enclosed by its model). In spite of the differ-
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Figure 2: Matching-trees for background entities

ences in data representation, the matching-tree can
treat the models corresponding to its construction
components in the same way.
A house-image is composed of two kinds of information, one is the building and another is the
background. For the building object, shape, materials(represented by color) are considered important.
In t,he other way, the color and area parameters may
he considered important for the components of background kind of objects. In our system, four types of
components are defined as background object, they
are sky, tree, grass and pond. It is difficult to declare
these components by their shape parameters. In the
case of representing the environment of a house, we
shall not evaluate the detail shape parameters of the
background objects, but extract them by evaluating
the information of color and position. The matching
trees for the background components are shown in
Fig.2.
The matching trees are fired[8] by color segment objects. The matching tree for matching sky
matches a sky object if a color segment has "large"
area and in the "upper" location of the image. The
matching tree only evaluates the color segment data.
The lawn and tree both have green color, they are
recognized by evaluating number of shade objects
included in the green color segment.
\Vhen the matching tree of lawn is fired by a color
segment with "green" color, it firstly matches shade
objects(represented by "noise" objects in our model
declaration) included in the area of the firing el+

Figure 3: Recognition result of "comfortable environment"
ment. If the extent area of matched shades is less
then a given threshold, a lawn is matched. A tree is
matched in a opposite way.
In the input color segment data, shades are represented by segments with small area. By the segmentation preprocessing, small segments are deleted.
In our system, model for matching shades is built
to match shades from edge vectors. As shown in
Fig.??, in the declaration of matching tree, the
matching control of members of model-objects are
only declared, it is no need to classify the difference between objects matching from color segments
and objects matched from edge vectors. All modelobjects described with different types of input data
can be treated in a general way.
The retrieval acquisition for "comfortable environment" is matched by firing the matching tree
shown in Fig.1. When there is no "background object" exist in the input image, the reasoning MTDM
model related t o the "background" object will be
firstly fired. The operation of retrieval and reasoning are integrated in the same form of matching tree.
Fig.3 shows a recognition result of "comfortable environment".
The matching trees for components of a house
are built in the similar way(Fig.4. The following is
a parts-model declaration for roof objects.
element<
name : roof;
kind-of : colorSeg;
member : ;
method : ;

1;
In the Fig.4(a), the matching tree for roof with
triangle shape will be fired by a "stableLineW object. The "near" node searches "stableLinen objects
around the end points of the firing object. The "isTriangular" node tries t o match a "triangle" object
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Figure 5: Recognition result of roof and veranda
words can be implemented in appropriate algorithm
by defining corresponding matching trees that are
suitable to the retrieval target and recognition objects.
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Figure 4: Matching trees for roof and veranda
fro111 the firing object and searched "stableLine".
The "location" node checks the "upper" relation for
t,he matched triangle. At the last, in the root node
of the matching tree, the color attribute of color segments included in the matched triangle are evaluated
t.o color of roof. Fig.4(b) shows a matching tree for
mat,ching a veranda. It works in a similar way to
t.hat of roof.
In each of matching step, the matching targets
may be represented by edge vectors or color segments. The differences of data representation are
hidden and do not represent in the matching tree
dc~larat~ion.
Fig.5 shows a recognition result for roof
and veranda.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed an extension of
MTDM model for image retrieval. The goal of a retrieval accluisition is related to a abstract c o n c e ~ t .
The relationship among goal and sub-goals are organized in the form of MTDM model. The leaf
nodes of the matching tree represent the retrieval
kcywords and are related to entities in the image.
The propotype system retrieves images by firing the
matching tree relating to the retrieval goal. When
an mexisting keyword be found, the system fires the
related reasoning model to match the keyword objcct. In this way, The retrieval acquisition can be
represented in a structured form. Matching of key-
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